
Appendix 1

I speak on behalf of The Alton Society, The Holybourne Village Association & The Alton Ashdell 
Ward Residents Association.  We are worried about this application which is now before this 
committee for a 3rd time.  The access road and site development, as applied for here, will have a 
huge adverse effect on our town.

There can be no justification for the developer to continue to pursue a new access road across the 
side of Lynch Hill and a new junction onto Montecchio Way.  A civil engineering project on an 
unprecedented scale.  The land is ‘out-of-settlement, virgin countryside’ protected by policy CP20. 
It would be needless development in the countryside as the land has no connection in planning 
law to the EMP1 site. Access to the site has already been agreed by this committee via the 
preferred Waterbrook Road entrance off Mill Lane.

Your refusal was as follows:

The proposed access would cause significant harm to the verdant gateway to the town, by reason 
of loss of vegetation, cutting into the chalk hillside and its urbanisation effect in the countryside.
Contrary to CP20.  Nothing has materially changed.

The development itself is poorly planned and shows no regard for planning policy. 
The vast new buildings must be hidden within the landscape so as to protect Alton’s valley setting 
and skyline.  EMP1 is a huge site.  It has to be possible to vary the layout so that the tallest 
buildings are built in the lee of the valley, whilst car parking or single storey units occupy the upper 
slope.

Danger to protected species, Damage to the Landscape, the Dangerous Road Junction, lack of 
deliverable cycle and foot access, the impact of traffic using the new supermarket on Mill Lane – 
all these aspects must be considered by the LPA this evening.

Alton needs the employment opportunities that this site affords, but is must not come just at any 
cost to our town, to all our protected countryside, to its verdant gateway, to its skyline and valley 
setting, to the wider environment and most importantly to the safety of our road users.

I urge you, our elected back-stop, to once again please refuse this application as it stands.


